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The psycho-social approach to 
climate change engagement





• What’s the Issue?
• What’s our reaction?
• How can this approach help?
• How can I apply it within my organisation?



The Feel-Good 
Picture





The overwhelming individual response to 
climate change is a psychological response: 
anxiety. And denial - a psychological 
process 



Psycho Social approach

Psycho-social approaches to climate change are 
concerned with understanding the non-rational, 
unconscious and emotional dimensions of our 
individual, collective and social difficulties in 
making and agreeing to positive changes in the 
face of the dangerous, life threatening effects of 
climate change.



Addressing needs and possible developments

To increase the understanding of complexities and 
contradictions when facing climate change, and 
improve the understanding of the unconscious 
psycho-social processes that influence responses to 
climate change.

To enable us to move away from the adversarial, black 
and white positions towards a common cause where 
the theoretical and practical aspects of 
communication are drawn together to produce 
positive change.



Art can help

Isaac Cordal
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How do you feel about 
climate change?

…..Shout out words



We hide a deeply profound 
question as to the long-term 
sustainability of humanity on 
Earth



Climate 
Change 
is a 
vague, 
distant 
threat





It’s NOT an environmental issue



Who’s Guilty here?

• Corporations?
• Governments?
• Airlines?
• Supermarkets?
• Meat eaters?

……Who?



You’re all 
Guilty
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And our 
Responses?



What are our responses?

• How do we react to these feelings?

…..shout out



We’re 
screwed



Hedonism is really a lot more fun 
than thinking about the end of 
our existence on Earth



Are we Angry?



In anticipatory 
Mourning?



We transfer the 
problem – A tech fix?



Negation?
Denial?
Disavowal?



Traditional approaches aren’t fast enough

Only some people are susceptible to 
behaviour change

That change won’t happen fast enough

This is a supply-side not a demand-side issue

We need to tackle future leaders



How can we better react 
to Climate Change?

….shout out





Demand-led responses are 
largely a negative response



Old Ways

• Makes us more anxious
• For years we’ve been told changing a light bulb 

will save the planet
• We know this isn’t true, so adds to our anxiety
• It’s a ghetto behaviour which doesn’t lead to 

other behaviour change
• They offer a get-out clause for some: they have 

done their bit & carry on regardless
• Anxiety means we react negatively to future 

requests for action
• We then hide in hedonism, transfer or ignore



DISTURBING SLIDE ALERT

IF OF A NERVOUS DISPOSITION

LOOK AWAY NOW



Disturbing Slide

• The Fossil Fuel Economy will end the ability of 
humans to live on this planet

• You, your family and everyone you know
• It is comforting, easy and profitable for some
• It is inequitable and unstable
• It often feels great and privileged
• It ends with the end of us
• We need to tell a new story
• From fossil to clean



Supply led Systems Change

• We must change what’s made and supplied
• Give only choices that are positive impacts
• Redesign everything
• Move from fossil fuel 

…..art can help, 
but all disciplines must work together





The Planet is a 
closed system. 
Let’s start treating 
it like that



Art is particularly powerful, it connects us emotionally to 
ourselves, each other and to nature.

Art & Science together are unstoppable, and must be used 
together again. 

Using psychosocial approaches we can mobilise future leaders 
and practitioners to change how we treat our Living Planet.



Everyone needs to do this as part 
of their professional lives
Examples of inter-disciplinary connections:

• A perverse culture: historians can help us find our place
• Marketing needs to change and embrace new messages
• Politics needs to discover the benefits to them of a green transition
• Creative people can re-visualise and make messages and actions clearer 

so they are worthwhile
• Interior Designers & Architects can send messages to clients through their 

work
• Sociologists and psychologists can help us make sense of it
• Engineers and Designers make in ways that complement life
• Graphic Designers & digital platform designers can visualise it 

…..how can you make a personal/professional contribution?



Tell the Truth





What to Change?

• Truth and change are hard work: economic 
growth, neo-liberalism, consumerism and 
hedonism are much easier

• Avoiding empty solutions (like recycling)
• Avoiding blame and stereotyping of others
• Discourage wishful thinking and an unlimited 

“environmental mother”
• Recognise that social structures fail, not people
• Systems Change – if it doesn’t feel like you’re in a 

war we’re not trying hard enough



How to Change?

• By treating the Earth as a closed system
• Recognising that Biodiversity and Human 

Rights are linked
• Promoting community cohesion, connections 

& values
• Reconnect and love Nature in the ‘self’
• Work together across all disciplines
• Create positive allegories: A New Humanity







Hope 
and 
Agency



Offer a Way Out

• We need to frame the issue and provide a way 
forward: a vision to match that of neo-liberal 
capitalism

• We need to link feminism, animal & human 
rights, race and gender rights, civil rights

• We need to reduce anxiety to useful levels
• Acknowledge people’s fears and reasons, not 

dismiss them
• We need consensus for a systematic, holistically 

driven positive change



Joining the Dots

• Address the hypocrisy in our society and in 
our curricula

• We feel despair
• We are in a planned system – it is NOT our 

natural state it can be changed
• Taxing wealth, investing in a new economy
• Finance serving society 
• Equitable shares, here and everywhere
• Extending circular economy: whole economy





Types of Science



How FHEIs can help the change: 
Joining the Dots

• Send students out to work with a deep 
emotional connection

• All disciplines – from hard sciences to business 
to the creative arts – must work together

• We can deal with anxiety when given a way 
out

• The research opportunity of the millennium
• Training and redesign for everything



What you can do after this

• Read, get informed and start lobbying, within 
your curriculum and department

• Pick an engagement issue, it could be a theme 
such as materials/waste, or a group you work 
with, such as management

• What fears & anxieties exist in your example?
• What tools can you use to address them?
• What outcome do you want?
• Join CPA and apply psychology to your work



More info

• www.climatepsychologyalliance.org/
• www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2014/nov/10/brain-climate-

change-science-psychology-environment-elections
• www.apa.org/science/about/publications/climate-change-booklet.pdf
• www.heartlessmachine.com/modern-fossils/
• www.youtube.com/watch?v=1CISrmfbgmQ
• www.sallyweintrobe.com/engaging-with-climate-change/
• www.psychoanalysis.org.uk/blog/disavowal-sally-weintrobe-and-the-

psychoanalysis-of-climate-change-denial
• https://oneplanet-sustainability.org/2013/11/21/corporate-sustainability-

profit-motive-and-intention-in-greenwash/
• www.hedgerleywood.org/empathymedia/the-psychology-of-climate-

action/
• www.pachamama.org/blog/healing-ourselves-and-the-earth-with-

ecopsychology

https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2014/nov/10/brain-climate-change-science-psychology-environment-elections
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2014/nov/10/brain-climate-change-science-psychology-environment-elections
http://www.apa.org/science/about/publications/climate-change-booklet.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1CISrmfbgmQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1CISrmfbgmQ
http://www.sallyweintrobe.com/engaging-with-climate-change/
http://psychoanalysis.org.uk/blog/disavowal-sally-weintrobe-and-the-psychoanalysis-of-climate-change-denial
https://oneplanet-sustainability.org/2013/11/21/corporate-sustainability-profit-motive-and-intention-in-greenwash/
http://www.hedgerleywood.org/empathymedia/the-psychology-of-climate-action/
https://www.pachamama.org/blog/healing-ourselves-and-the-earth-with-ecopsychology
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